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An essential work for rock fans and scholars, Before Elvis: The Prehistory of
Rock n Roll surveys the origins of rock n roll from the minstrel era to the
emergence of Bill Haley and Elvis Presley. Unlike other histories of rock, Before
Elvis offers a far broader and deeper analysis of the influences on rock music.
Dispelling common misconceptions, it examines rock s origins in hokum songs
and big-band boogies as well as Delta blues, detailing the embrace by white
artists of African-American styles long before rock n roll appeared. This unique
study ranges far and wide, highlighting not only the contributions of obscure but
key precursors like Hardrock Gunter and Sam Theard but also the influence of
celebrity performers like Gene Autry and Ella Fitzgerald. Too often, rock
historians treat the genesis of rock n roll as a bolt from the blue, an overnight
revolution provoked by the bland pop music that immediately preceded it and
created through the white appropriation of music till then played only by and for
black audiences. In Before Elvis, Birnbaum daringly argues a more complicated
history of rock s evolution from a heady mix of ragtime, boogie-woogie, swing,
country music, mainstream pop, and rhythm-and-blues a melange that influenced
one another along the way, from the absorption of blues and boogies into jazz
and pop to the integration of country and Caribbean music into rhythm-and-blues.
Written in an easy style, Before Elvis presents a bold argument about rock s
origins and required reading for fans and scholars of rock n roll history."
Traces the history and evolution of rock music from the early days of rock and roll
through the present day.
Rock'n'roll in Britain has been written about many times, but the question of what
it has meant to its young fans and imitators has usually taken second place to the
description of the records and artists themselves. In this book Dick Bradley
argues that to fully understand the history of rock'n'roll and related styles like
skiffle, Beat music and British R'n'B, it is not enough merely to praise or criticize
records. We must consider how the music was used, and what made many
listeners take up singing and playing themselves. He suggests music-use formed
a central practice of the emerging youth culture. Young listeners found
articulations of resistance and communality in American rock'n'roll, which many
of them then tried to reproduce in their own music-making. Dr. Bradley also
provides a speculative theoretical framework for understanding these meanings
in their wider social and historical context.
This book provides both a historical survey of rock from its evolution in the
mid-1950s to the 21st century and introduces elements of music exclusively
through rock and roll. A multitude of rock variations amid a bewildering array of
styles, from soft rock to heavy metal to country rock. Each style is acutely
analyzed with equal emphasis and an objective point of view. The Beatles, Elvis
Presley, the Rolling Stones, the Grateful Dead, and Chicago are only a few of the
many great rock artists who are featured in order to exemplify stylistic
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characteristics throughout the book.
From rock and roll historian Ed Ward comes a comprehensive, authoritative, and
enthralling cultural history of one of rock's most exciting eras. It's February 1964
and The Beatles just landed in New York City, where the NYPD, swarms of fans,
and a crowd of two hundred journalists await their first American press
conference. It begins with the question on everyone's mind: "Are you going to get
a haircut in America?" and ends with a reporter tugging Paul McCartney's hair in
an attempt to remove his nonexistent wig. This is where The History of Rock &
Roll, Volume 2 kicks off. Chronicling the years 1964 through the mid-1970s, this
latest volume covers one of the most exciting eras of rock history, which saw a
massive outpouring of popular and cutting-edge music. Ward weaves together an
unputdownable narrative told through colorful anecdotes and shares the behindthe-scenes stories of the megastars, the trailblazers, DJs, record executives,
concert promoters, and producers who were at the forefront of this incredible
period in music history. From Bob Dylan to Bill Graham, Jimi Hendrix, Janis
Joplin, The Byrds, Aretha Franklin, The Rolling Stones, and more, everyone's
favorite musicians of the era make an appearance in this sweeping history that
reveals how the different players, sounds, and trends came together to create the
music we all know and love today.
From rhythm and blues to rockabilly...from the roots of rock to Elvis.
Night Beat is a look at the disruption of culture as viewed through the history of
rock music, its activists, its politics, the lives lived and lives grieved for during an
epoch of upheaval. The author’s personal touchstones (Bob Dlan, John Lydon,
Lou Reed and others) are mixed with his interviews and encounters as a Rolling
Stone journalist (such as The Clash, Sinéad O’Connor, Miles Davis and Keith
Jarrett) and a sampling of critical indulgences. This book is a mix of the best of
Mikal Gilmore’s writing and new and re-fashioned pieces which together tell the
story of the people who made rock music, and who will carry rock & roll into the
twenty-first century.
Note: If you are purchasing an electronic version, MySearchLab does not come
automatically packaged with it. To purchase MySearchLab, please visit
www.mysearchlab.com or you can purchase a package of the physical text and
MySearchLab by searching for ISBN 10: 020596480X / ISBN 13:
9780205964802. David Szatmary and Lynsay Ripley's Rockin' in Time: A Social
History of Rock-and-Roll, First Canadian Edition explores the history of rock
music within broad social and cultural settings, and its impact on society, with an
emphasis on Canada. The text highlights the role that specific Canadian artists,
songs, venues and issues have played in the social history of rock-and-roll within
and beyond Canada’s borders. Among the many Canadian artists discussed in
this context are Ronnie Hawkins, The Guess Who, Ashley MacIsaac and Broken
Social Scene.
In de zomer van 1967, wanneer de hippiecultuur haar hoogtepunt bereikt,
ontmoeten Patti Smith en Robert Mapplethorpe elkaar in Brooklyn. Het is het
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begin van een intense liefdesverhouding en een levenslange vriendschap.
Gedreven door ambitie en een passie voor kunst gaan ze op zoek naar
erkenning en beroemdheid. Smith breekt door als zangeres en Mapplethorpe
wordt een zeer succesvolle fotograaf. Uiteindelijk vinden ze hun weg naar het
beroemde Chelsea Hotel, waar de crème de la crème van de artistieke wereld
resideert. Patti Smith is auteur, rockzangeres en beeldend kunstenares. In 1975
brak Smith door met haar revolutionaire combinatie van poëzie en rock. Haar
eerste album Horses, met op de cover de beroemde foto van Robert
Mapplethorpe, behoort tot de top-100-albums aller tijden. Ze werkte samen met
grote artiesten als Bruce Springsteen, U2 en R.E.M.
Infinity Broadcasting lists important events in the history of rock and roll music
that occurred on the current day. The information is updated daily. The topics
covered include birth and death dates of rock and roll musicians, important
events in the rock and roll music industry, music awards, and more. Infinity
Broadcasting provides the information as part of a companion Web site of the
rock music radio station ARROW 93FM.
Completely updated with new entries and extensive revisions of the previous
1,800, The Rolling Stone Encyclopedia Of Rock & Roll is the authoritative volume
on the world's music makers—from the one-hit wonders to the megastars. In
1983, Rolling Stone Press introduced its first Rock & Roll Encyclopedia. Almost
two decades later, it has become the premier guide to the history of rock & roll,
and has been selected by the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame & Museum as its
official source of information. Giving full coverage to all aspects of the rock
scene, it tells the story of rock & roll in a clear and easy reference format,
including complete discographies, personnel changes for every band, and
backstage information like date and place of birth, from Elvis Presley to Eminem.
Since the last edition, the music scene has exploded in every area, from boybands to hip-hop, electronica to indie rock. Here, the Encyclopedia explores them
all—'NSync, Notorious B.I.G., Ricky Martin, Radiohead, Britney Spears, Blink-182,
Sean “Puffy” Combs, Portishead, Fatboy Slim, Fiona Apple, Lil' Kim, Limp Bizkit,
Oasis, Outkast, Yo La Tengo, TLC, and many, many more. The Rolling Stone
Encyclopedia of Rock & Roll, Third Edition includes all the facts, phenomena,
and flukes that make up the history of rock. Accompanying the biographical and
discographical information on the nearly 2,000 artists included in this edition are
incisive essays that reveal the performers' musical influences, first breaks, and
critical and commercial hits and misses, as well as evaluations of their place in
rock history. Filled with hundreds of historical photos, The Rolling Stone
Encyclopedia is more than just a reference book, it is the bible of rock & roll.
Rock and roll's various musical ingredients are examined, including jazz, blues,
country, folk and gospel. Also explored are rock's early musical trends such as
rockabilly, doo-wop, girl groups, surf music, teen idols, R&B and soul.
Additionally, rock and roll was impacted by technological advances such as the
transistor radio and the 45rpm record, cultural and social movements, fast-talking
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deejays, the emergence of the teenager, revolutionary dances such as the Twist,
payola, and the rise of independent record companies. The book concludes with
the arrival of the British Invasion.
A New and Concise History provides a strong foundation for understanding how
music, the music industry, and American culture intersect. Ethnomusicologist Eric
Charry's innovative and road-tested teaching style is brought to you in this
textbook suitable for general education courses in music. The book is organized
around a series of timelines, tables, and figures created by the author, and
provides fresh perspectives that bring readers into the heart of the social and
cultural importance of the music. Charry lays out key contemporary theoretical
issues, covers the technical foundations of the music industry, and provides a
capsule history of who did what when, with particular emphasis on the rapid
emergence of distinct genres and subgenres. The book's figures distill the history
and provide new insight into understanding trends. Over 1000 artists, albums,
and songs are included here, such as Muddy Waters, Elvis Presley, Bob Dylan,
Aretha Franklin, the Velvet Underground, Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, David
Bowie, Stevie Wonder, Prince, Madonna, Talking Heads, and Public Enemy.
Traces the history of rock music from the Chords to the Beatles, identifies artists
of the period, and lists the top songs of each year.
(Book). In the tradition of Nick Tosches, Tom Wolfe and Lester Bangs comes an
epic and riveting history of rock and roll that reads like a novel. Sonic Cool
presents the saga of rock and roll as the closest thing we have to genuine "myth"
in the modern world, and it is the first book about rock to be written in the spirit of
rock. Immense, fierce, opinionated and hilarious, Joe Harrington masterfully
presents rock as a movement of near-religious proportions, against a backdrop of
social factors and important events such as the invention of the guitar, the
jukebox, LSD, the 12-inch phonograph record, the '70s recession, the Reagan
Revolution, and the Internet. This is the history of rock as it's never been told, as
the legend of a massive cultural movement, one that had meaning, but ultimately
failed because it sold its soul. Radically egalitarian in its assessments towering
figures such as Lennon, Dylan and Cobain stand along side lesser-known but
equally influential artists like the MC5, the Misfits and Joy Division Sonic Cool is
gripping reading for anyone who ever believed in the music. Includes a 16-page
black-and-white photo insert. Joe S. Harrington began writing at the age of 10, an
act that provoked a rejection slip from Mad magazine. He has written about
music for the Boston Globe , Boston Phoenix , New York Press , Seattle Stranger
, Lowell Sun , Wired , Reflex , Raygun , High Times , Seconds , Rollerderby and
numerous fanzines. He is currently employed as an on-line jazz critic at Amazon,
and lives in Portland, Maine. Softcover.
A History of Rock Music: The Rock & Roll Era is a celebration of the roots of rock
& roll and its emergence as the soundtrack to teenage rebellion and a liberatingly
raucous, joyous and rebellious music for one especially fortunate generation. The
book is a lovingly detailed examination of the pre-Beatles 1950's era of classic
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rock & roll, with special attention devoted to the music's varied musical
influences, most notably the Blues, Country & Western, Gospel Music, BoogieWoogie and Rhythm & Blues. It is both a detailed history and a musical
appreciation of America's greatest artistic gift to the world.
From the concert stage to the dressing room, from the recording studio to the
digital realm, SPIN surveys the modern musical landscape and the culture
around it with authoritative reporting, provocative interviews, and a discerning
critical ear. With dynamic photography, bold graphic design, and informed
irreverence, the pages of SPIN pulsate with the energy of today's most innovative
sounds. Whether covering what's new or what's next, SPIN is your monthly VIP
pass to all that rocks.
In this series of books, based on the hit podcast A History of Rock Music in 500
Songs, Andrew Hickey analyses the history of rock and roll music, from its origins
in swing, Western swing, boogie woogie, and gospel, through to the 1990s,
grunge, and Britpop. Looking at five hundred representative songs, he tells the
story of the musicians who made those records, the society that produced them,
and the music they were making. Volume one looks at fifty songs from the origins
of rock and roll, starting in 1938 with Charlie Christian's first recording session,
and ending in 1956. Along the way, it looks at Louis Jordan, LaVern Baker, the
Ink Spots, Fats Domino, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, Jackie Brenston, Bill Haley,
Chuck Berry, Elvis Presley, Little Richard, and many more of the progenitors of
rock and roll.
TELLS THE STORY OF ROCK MUSIC FROM ITS CREATION IN THE 1950S
THROUGH THE BEAT, PSYCHEDELIC AND UNDERGROUND MUSIC OF THE
1960S TO THE DIVERGING SOUNDS OF TODAY. INCLUDES
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES.
This eclectic compilation of readings tells the history of rock as it has been
received and explained as a social and musical practice throughout its six
decade history. This third edition includes new readings across the volume, with
added material on the early origins of rock 'n' roll as well as coverage of recent
developments, including the changing shape of the music industry in the twentyfirst century. With numerous readings that delve into the often explosive issues
surrounding censorship, copyright, race relations, feminism, youth subcultures,
and the meaning of musical value, The Rock History Reader continues to appeal
to scholars and students from a variety of disciplines. New to the third edition:
Nine additional chapters from a broad range of perspectives Explorations of new
media formations, industry developments, and the intersections of music and
labor For the first time, a companion website providing users with playlists of
music referenced in the book Featuring readings as loud, vibrant, and colorful as
rock ‘n’ roll itself, The Rock History Reader is sure to leave readers informed,
inspired, and perhaps even infuriated—but never bored.
"These essays focus on the cultural and historical significance of Don McLean's
song "American Pie." Addressed are such topics as historical and literary
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interpretation of the lyrics and musical qualities, dissection of commentary on
rock and roll history, analysis of continuing significance of the song, and ways in
which the song has been used by various writers/artists"--Provided by publisher.
1 juni 2017 is het vijftig jaar geleden dat het iconische, legendarische album Sgt. Pepper’s
Lonely Hearts Club Band verscheen, een plaat die in de ogen van velen de pop- en de
rockmuziek voorgoed verhief tot een volwassen en invloedrijke kunstvorm met een geheel
eigen bestaansrecht. Een goede aanleiding om de prachtige en meeslepende biografie van
Bob Spitz uit 2005 opnieuw het licht te doen zien. Deze biografie is met 1088 pagina’s en
twee fotokaternen niet te dun en niet te dik, niet te partijdig en niet te wetenschappelijk. Hij is
precies goed. Én het is een ware pageturner. ‘Dus jij denkt dat je The Beatles kent? Mooi niet,
als je tenminste niet deze maniakaal voortstuwende, hartslagverhogende groepsbiografie hebt
gelezen. Niet alleen ontsluiert Bob Spitz alle raadsels en rekent hij af met roddels, hij slaat je
met stomheid, iets wat alleen de allerbeste biografieën voor elkaar krijgen.’ Neal Gabler,
bekend Amerikaans publicist en cultuurcriticus ‘Een knappe, uitgebreide, gedetailleerde, goed
gedocumenteerde biografie over The Beatles.’ Jos Bloemkolk, Het Parool ‘Pakkend
geschreven en met heel veel informatie – je kunt in feite geen alinea overslaan. Wie het in één
adem uitleest, is na afloop volkomen verbeatled.’ Matthijs Smits, Het Financieele Dagblad
‘Bob Spitz’ schitterend geschreven kroniek blaast nieuw leven in het bekende verhaal.’ The
New York Times
"Rock 'n' roll was loud, brash, and impudent; TV was soothing and polite. Rock 'n' roll was sex;
TV was violins. Rock 'n' roll was Elvis Presley; TV was Robert Young." -- from Station to
Station Television and rock 'n' roll: a combative yet profitable marriage of convenience that
shapes fashion, attitude, talk, and music itself. In Station to Station, the first book to fully
chronicle the evolution of televised rock, renowned music journalist Marc Weingarten brings to
life all the defining moments in its history, from Elvis and The Ed Sullivan Show to Madonna
and MTV. Covering six decades of culturally significant performances, personalities, and
shows, and drawing on dozens of in-depth interviews with key players at every level,
Weingarten reveals how rock on television synthesized the burgeoning youth culture and
transformed the face of middle-class America. He explores American Bandstand's stranglehold
on the pop-radio charts in the 1950's, the rise and demise of artists via Soul Train and
Saturday Night Live, and the impact of radio programmer Bob Pittman's idea for an "all music
video" channel. Whether discussing players (Dick Clark, Don Kirshner, Don Cornelius), prefab
teen idols (Fabian, The Monkees, The Partridge Family), or showstoppers (The Beatles,
Michael Jackson, Run-DMC) Station to Station is a thouroughly engaging and coprehensive
look at the intersecting realms of popular culture's two most influential artforms.
The History of British Rock 'n' Roll: The Forgotten Years - 1956 - 1962 covers the period
between the late 1950's and the early 1960's,when British artists began to challenge the
dominance of their American counterparts in the rock 'n' roll music scene Read about those
early pioneers of British rock such as Tommy Steele, Marty Wilde and Cliff Richard.
Rediscover the memories of The Six-Five Special, Oh Boy! and Drumbeat. What was Larry
Parnes really like? Who were the Elvis wannabe's? All this and more...
Beginning with the emergence of commercial American music in the nineteenth century,
Volume 1 includes essays on the major performers, composers, media, and movements that
shaped our musical culture before rock and roll. Articles explore the theoretical dimensions of
popular music studies; the music of the nineteenth century; and the role of black Americans in
the evolution of popular music. Also included—the music of Tin Pan Alley, ragtime, swing, the
blues, the influences of W. S. Gilbert and Rodgers and Hammerstein, and changes in lyric
writing styles from the nineteenth century to the rock era.
Understand the social and historical significance of rock-and-roll Brief, authoritative, and
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current, Dave Szatmary's Rockin' in Time: A Social History of Rock-and-Roll, 8/e, weaves the
major icons of rock-and-roll into a larger social/historical fabric. Rather than an exhaustive
catalog of artists in rock history or a guide to learning musical notation, the book places rockand-roll in the context of the social issues that surrounded and shaped it. Topics include the
influence on rock music of such trends as the civil rights movement, political and economic
shifts, demographical change and the baby boom, the development of the music business, and
technology advances. MySearchLab with e-Text is a part of the Szatmary program. Research
and writing tools help students master basic writing skills. With MySearchLab, students can
access various academic journals, census data and receive aid throughout the writing process.
NOTE: MySearchLab does not come automatically packaged with this text. To purchase the
text with MySearchLab, order the package ISBN: 0205940706 / 9780205940707 Rockin' in
Time Plus MySearchLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of:
0205239927 / 9780205239924 MySearchLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card
0205936245 / 9780205936243 Rockin In Time
Looks at the history of rock music, its different styles, and its impact on a generation.
"...tells the story of the Mysteries [e.g. Mystery religions]--their rise, fall and eventual rebirth in
the New World, where rhythms and melodies from the West African and the Celtic diasporas
collided with the sound of popular music forever."--P. 4 of cover.
THE HISTORY OF CANADIAN ROCK 'N' ROLL
Chronicles the history of rock and roll from its beginnings to the present day, describing how
the music evolved and changed society
History of Rock Bands, written by front man Scott Witmer of the indie group Light Sweet Crude,
gives readers the tools they need to have a successful band. From Rock and Roll to
Alternative Rock, this book is a treasure-trove of insider knowledge. Also covered is a history
of successful rock bands like The Beatles, Led Zeppelin, and Nirvana. ABDO & Daughters is
an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
The legendary critic and author of Mystery Train “ingeniously retells the tale of rock and roll”
(Publishers Weekly, starred review). Unlike previous versions of rock ’n’ roll history, this book
omits almost every iconic performer and ignores the storied events and turning points
everyone knows. Instead, in a daring stroke, Greil Marcus selects ten songs and dramatizes
how each embodies rock ’n’ roll as a thing in itself, in the story it tells, inhabits, and acts out—a
new language, something new under the sun. “Transmission” by Joy Division. “All I Could Do
Was Cry” by Etta James and then Beyoncé. “To Know Him Is to Love Him,” first by the Teddy
Bears and almost half a century later by Amy Winehouse. In Marcus’s hands these and other
songs tell the story of the music, which is, at bottom, the story of the desire for freedom in all its
unruly and liberating glory. Slipping the constraints of chronology, Marcus braids together past
and present, holding up to the light the ways that these striking songs fall through time and
circumstance, gaining momentum and meaning, astonishing us by upending our presumptions
and prejudices. This book, by a founder of contemporary rock criticism—and its most gifted and
incisive practitioner—is destined to become an enduring classic. “One of the epic figures in rock
writing.”—The New York Times Book Review “Marcus is our greatest cultural critic, not only
because of what he says but also, as with rock-and-roll itself, how he says it.”—The
Washington Post Winner of the Deems Taylor Virgil Thomson Award in Music Criticism, given
by the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers
Today's musical theatre world rocks. Now that rock 'n' roll music and its offshoots, including
pop, hard rock, rap, r&b, funk, folk, and world-pop music, are the standard language of musical
theatre, theatre singers need a source of information on these styles, their origins, and their
performance practices. Rock in the Musical Theatre: A Guide for Singers fills this need.
Today's musical theatre training programs are now including rock music in their coursework
and rock songs and musicals in their repertoires. This is a text for those trainees, courses, and
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productions. It will also be of great value to working professionals, teachers, music directors,
and coaches less familiar with rock styles, or who want to improve their rock-related skills. The
author, an experienced music director, vocal coach, and university professor, and an
acknowledged expert on rock music in the theatre, examines the many aspects of performing
rock music in the theatre and offers practical advice through a combination of aesthetic and
theoretical study, extensive discussions of musical, vocal, and acting techniques, and
chronicles of coaching sessions. The book also includes advice from working actors, casting
directors, and music directors who specialize in rock music for the stage.
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